Europe is chasing the leaders in large-scale production of batteries in order to guarantee independence from markets outside Europe. Numerous experienced experts, excellently and accurately fitting skilled for future challenges in the field of batteries are needed to establish large battery factories in Europe.

Renowned experts from industry, EIT RM and Fraunhofer will convene in “Future Expert Needs” to identify the demand on future needs for experts. In detail: Identification and assessment of needed qualification along the value chain: current situation, lack of skilled personal, concrete lack of qualification. Identification of gaps and according measures to address the gaps.

Find out and discuss future needs for skills and qualification requirements with experts from science and industry along the battery value chain.

What’s in it for you?
- Identify and discuss the current qualification profiles of battery experts and the future qualification needs and skills required from industries.
- Match the qualification and expert offer with expert needs between science and industry along the battery value chain.
- Networking with leading industry experts and scientists.

EXPERT-WORKSHOP ON SKILLS FOR THE BATTERY SECTOR

FUTURE EXPERT NEEDS
MARCH 20, 2020

JOIN OUR WORKSHOP!

Participants:
Experts from industry all along the battery value chain, technical directors, HR managers, recruitment specialists, skill development managers. No participation fee.

For more information:
Dr. Serge Monturet
Education Manager
EIT RawMaterials GmbH – Central CLC
serge.monturet@eitrawmaterials.eu

For registration:
Dr.-Ing. Katharina Ahlbrecht
Fraunhofer Battery Alliance
Head of Coordination Office
allianz-batterien@ict.fraunhofer.de
www.batterien.fraunhofer.de/en.html